Instant Guru: Review Examining Preston Ely's
Program For Real Estate Investors Released
HOUSTON, TX, USA, February 17, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Instant Guru reviews have been
flooding the Internet and ProfitMoreDaily.com reveals the
truth about this realtor trading method that claims anyone
can make real and sustained profits using it.
Instant Guru that promises to help people discover exactly
how to have real estate buyers, followers, and fans flocking
to them, has caught the attention of ProfitMoreDaily.com’s
Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative review.
Instant Guru Review
"Our Instant Guru review shows that this program is all
getting other people to do all your work for you. The
properties that you profit from aren’t even your own, which means you don’t need to invest a red cent
of your own money, but you still rake in the profits," reports Stevenson. "Instant Guru is so well
explained, it does not matters if you’re a complete rookie, or if you want to trade alongside your
regular 9-5. Not only is it simple to pick up everything you need to know, but the program also walks
you through every step of the process."
Instant Guru includes a 40-minute session where people learn all about why this method works, the
real way to write email newsletters that genuinely sell houses on a weekly basis, the way to negotiate
splits with students, and much more. Users also go on to discover the 'power players' of the industry.
They discover how to get houses sold quickly, manage the checks coming into their account, and set
up contracts between them, their students and the buyers to ensure that they’re protected and paid
first.
"You don’t need a marketing budget when you trade real estate the Instant Guru way. Using the
methods provided to you in this teaching method, you can realistically expect to flip between 5 to 10
houses per month,” says Stevenson. "If you have no idea how the industry works or if you’re a Realtor
already, Instant Guru is a product that works well for all, whichever camp you might belong to."
"Using the methods given in Instant Guru, you honestly can cut down your working hours to around
an hour per day. If you’re serious about changing your lifestyle, then you could do far worse than
giving real estate a try using the wisdom offered in Instant Guru. It is a ‘life transforming’ way of
trading real estate that can truly bring you freedom."
Those wishing to purchase Instant Guru, or for more information, click here:
http://profitmoredaily.com/go/InstantGuru/
To access a comprehensive Instant Guru review, visit http://profitmoredaily.com/instant-guru-review.
ProfitMoreDaily.com was created to help people learn real methods of how they can start earning
more money outside of having a job through real estate, home businesses, investments and more.
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